
Robert Smith 
Scale Clerk

PERSONAL STATEMENT

As a bright ambitious person, I enjoy working in a fast-paced, motivating 
position while assisting others. Strengths include being a strong 
independent individual who is capable of taking on various challenges in 
addition to expanding base knowledge. Strong commitment to job 
responsibilities and work ethic.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Scale Clerk
ABC Corporation -   August 2014 – September 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Gathered and verified daily work reports at the end of the day.
 Used copy and fax machine daily.
 Cleaned the scale house Accomplishments Accomplishments I am a 

very fast learner and caught on quick to the fast pace, with ability to be 
a fast learner I helped the process of scaling in trucks smooth and quick
with no mistakes.

 Responsible for the sale and shipment of materials via truck as well as 
the rail car.

 Process inbound and outbound schedules for orders Operators weight 
scale Billing Oversees daily inbound and outbound loads Other general 
office duties.

 Generate scale tickets for billing-weigh trucks in and out-assist with 
timekeeping and payroll.

 Generate daily operating reports for the superintendent.

Scale Clerk
Delta Corporation -   2011 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Weight trucks in with pistachios Verified wt.
 Tag appropriate trailer Greet customer Answered and transferred phone 

calls Used computer on every transaction Communicated through email
using outlook with other sites on a regular basis.

 Gather and verify daily work reports at the end of the day.
 Used copy and fax machine daily.
 This job is a seasonal job it makes it easier to catch on to things and run

the job smoother when you are a fast learner.
 Answer phones and help trucks at the same time.
 Seasonal job it makes it easier to catch on to things and run the job 

smoother when you are a fast learner Skills Used My skills I used was 
my ability to multi-task and make the processes go by smoother.

Education

GED
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SKILLS

Computer Skills, 
Telephone 
Calls,&nbsp;&nbsp;Truck
Drivers.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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